The aim of the paper is to introduce a genuine violence classification system. The system has been created using an innovative empirical rather than a mainstream normative approach. It aims to test the possibilities and benefits of conceptualising and understanding violence regardless of its normative constructs which have been created on the basis of legal, abstract, and non-empirical grounds. With a specific focus on physical violence, the here proposed classification system has been designed by using original empirical data from case file analysis, obtained through the Balkan Homicide Study (BHS). Using a qualitative method, 2073 finally adjudicated attempted and completed homicide cases were analysed. As a result, the genuine violence classification system includes 20 types of violence primarily determined by the various contextual backgrounds of the offences and their main triggers, occasionally also considering the location of the offence, the offender’s motive and the victim-offender relationship. The ultimate purpose of the introduced genuine violence classification system is to provide a new and innovative approach to violence research, one that might prove to be a useful tool for minimising the impact of differences due to changing legal frameworks through time (e.g., reforms) and amongst different countries. In this sense, it should facilitate and upgrade future (comparative) criminological violence research. The basic terms and types of violence are defined primarily for the purpose of the BHS and should not be understood as axioms generally applicable outside the framework of the study, at least not without further testing and adjustment of the classification system.
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1. INTRODUCTION: CLASSIFYING VIOLENCE – A CHALLENGING STRUGGLE OR AN IMPOSSIBLE VENTURE?

Almost 50 years ago, Erich Fromm provided us with an ever relevant, thorough and well-known study into the human impulse for violence (Fromm, 1973). Comparably far less known, yet not less insightful or intriguing are the innovative studies into the human appetite for violence provided by Wolfgang Sofsky (1996), Heinrich Popitz (1992) and Trutz von Trotha (2011; 1997). Countless authors across multiple disciplines (Collins, 1974; French, Teays & Purdy, 1998; Schmidt and Schröder, 2001; Fox, 2002; Nisbett and Cohen, 2018) have struggled with the phenomenon of human violence. Nevertheless, violence, “a horribly interesting reality”, remains one of the most elusive and most difficult concepts in social sciences (Imbusch, 2005:13) and beyond. At the core of this state of art lies the lack of a generally accepted definition of violence, whereby it appears that defining violence is not an exact science, but rather a matter of personal or disciplinary perspective (Fromm, 1973). The fact remains that violence has no universally accepted definition, whereby its scope has been constantly expanded by introducing new types of violence for the last few decades.

Studying a phenomenon as complex as violence inevitably requires its (1) conceptualisation, (2) definition and (3) classification. The very nature of every social science requires that one first observes and then attempts to categorise, compare, and classify (Douglas, Burgess, Burgess & Ressler, 1992). Classifying in general is not a simple task, but rather a multifaceted process, with variable elements, unities, contents, and objects to be considered. The following questions are important in terms of classifying violence: (i) Where does criminology stand with violence classification in general? and (ii) Have criminologists managed to form categories of violence that contain enough phenomenological similarities, while respecting the diversity of each case? A review of the relevant literature reveals that criminologists are commonly clinging to a mainstream normative and criminal law classification of violence. This seems to be a consequence of criminology’s and criminologist’s strong embeddedness at law faculties and the disciplinary close interconnection to criminal (procedural) law, at least in this and most other regions of the world, as well as criminology’s problem-defined nature, in contrast to a perspective-defined quality. There have however been valuable attempts to...
classify violence as a criminological reality rather than a criminal law construct.\(^7\) Such efforts are important, especially considering the fact that *normative* criminal law classifications of violence are not necessarily functional when it comes to *empirical* criminology. Due to the different function of criminal law (in comparison to criminology) classifications which strictly rely only on normative concepts are not a sensible reflection of the phenomenological reality of violence, but rather an abstract conceptualisation that is necessary in order to achieve the purposes of criminal law.\(^8\) From a criminological point of view, classifying violence should aim toward a better understanding of the ‘hows’ and ‘whys’ of violence and thus enable violence research to focus on the actual reality of violence, rather than its teleological normative conceptualisation.\(^9\)

### 2. THEORETICAL OR EMPIRICAL APPROACH TO VIOLENCE CLASSIFICATIONS

Classifications are means of categorising subject matters into groups that aim to simplify “social reality by identifying homogenous groups of violence different from other clusters of crime behaviours” (Miethe, McCorkle & Listwan, 2006:1). Creating a classification system of violence can be conducted in two ways. First, by building a purely theoretical classification of violence (*theoretical approach*). Second, by taking empirical findings from actual violence cases and detecting patterns and clusters of reoccurring features (*empirical approach*).

By using the theoretical approach as a criterion for classification, one can divide violence into its basic elements using a deductive method. Some forms and variations are likely to remain constant, while others can change in their qualitative and quantitative dimensions (Hitmeyer and Hagan, 2005:10). The three (3) common stable elements of every violence act are the offender, the victim and the violent act. Any of the mentioned elements can be used as a criterion for further classification. When focusing on the offender one can use sex (*e.g.*, male violence), age (*e.g.*,...
teen violence), or motive (e.g., money driven violence) as the basis for further classification. Similar criteria can be applied for the victim or the violent act itself. There is also the possibility of focusing on the offender-victim relationship (e.g., stranger violence), thus combining two elements of the violent act and using them as means for classification. Clearly, this approach ultimately produces too many and too various criteria without a solid empirical perception of violence, making the demarcation line hopelessly blurred.

It would appear that creating an empirically founded genuine violence classification needs to meet certain conditions of transparency, simplicity, reliability, consistency and verifiability. This means that (i) each type should be inclusive, but not too broad; (ii) each type should have its own specific features or combination of features, distinguishing it from other types; and (iii) the criteria for such a classification should be rooted in empirical findings rather than pre-set ideas and/or concepts. The classification system presented in this paper aims to fulfil these conditions by exploring an empirical approach in creating a new violence classification system rooted in actual real-life violence cases.10

3. GENUINE VIOLENCE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

The following elaborations pertain to steps taken in order to design an innovative and genuinely criminological violence classification system. Due to the scope of this paper, not all individual features of the process will be presented in full detail – the focus will be put on those aspects that are more difficult to differentiate due to their complexity.11 Regardless of the ongoing trend in current violence research to expand the concept of what violence is (almost indefinitely), the classification system presented through this paper is based on an undisputable core scope of violence.12 For the purpose of this paper violence is defined as “any intentional physical harming or killing of another person”. With that in mind, both completed and attempted homicide cases should be taken into consideration.

2073 cases of attempted and completed homicides from the BHS database were analysed. This qualitative method was necessary to detect possible patterns and key features within each of the violence incidents in order to identify various violence types and eventually design an appropriate classification system. Thus, by using

10 The case file descriptions used were obtained from the BHS data collection. In 2016, the Max Planck Partner Group for Balkan Criminology conducted an empirical study on homicide in six South-Eastern European countries: Croatia, Hungary, Kosovo, North Macedonia, Romania and Slovenia. The study analysed completed and attempted homicide offences through a thorough examination of full national samples (with the exception of Romania where a regional sample was drawn) of prosecution and court case files for a three-to-five-year period. The study was concluded in 2018 while accounting for a total sample of 2073 analysed cases.

11 A full description of the entire classification system can be found in Getoš Kalac (2021a) available as open access publication at https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-74494-6 and on www.balkan-criminology.eu/research-focuses/current-projects/balkan-homicide-study/

12 See in more detail Getoš Kalac (2021b:514-517).
a qualitative method it was possible to distinguish and exclude cases which do not contain any true acts of physical violence, even though they may have been normatively classified as (attempted) homicide. These 76 cases pertained to (mostly) false reports (e.g., ex-husband reported his ex-wife for killing her grandmother 20 years ago, but the investigation showed that the victim died of natural causes) or offences that do not entail homicidal violence (e.g., the offender came up to his wife in the street and started shaking her until a witnesses stopped him).

Throughout the analysis several features emerged as most relevant: the situational context of the case, closely followed by the main trigger. These features were deemed most relevant when it comes to, not only creating specific types of violence, but also subsequently a better understanding of the key characteristics of each type. The victim-offender relationship and the offender’s (main) motive were taken into consideration only occasionally and will therefore be presented briefly. The main purpose of observing the victim-offender relationship type was to distinguish stranger violence from non-stranger violence, as well as to analyse non-stranger violence according to two different sub-categories of relationship. The first sub-category within non-stranger violence refers to domestic relationships, and includes intimate partners, children, parents, siblings and relatives (both blood related and in-laws). The second sub-category refers to non-domestic relationships and it includes neighbours, work-relationships and acquaintances/friends. As simple discerning the relationship between the victim and the offender was, the offender’s motive was often anything but easy or straightforward. Violent incidents are complex events with changing dynamics and motivations, and the true motive of the offender tempore criminis is something (potentially) known exclusively to the offender. Oftentimes it is likely that more than one motive played a role in the offender’s decision and in the majority of cases it is not possible to determine a valid and reliable primary motive in terms of an empirical fact. However, if enough “circumstantial” evidence is available, e.g. the offender bringing a bag and firearm with himself to a bank, it is safe to assume that the offender’s main motive probably was greed. The goal of our classification system was to distinguish between two basic categories: motive being unclear or clear (greed, jealousy, revenge, hate, (self)defence, vigilantism, lack of care and on request being the possible options for a clear motive). In case of multiple motives, the most dominant one was taken into consideration, and if not possible to do so, the motive was deemed unclear.

The main purpose of the classification system, however, was to create a genuine violence taxonomy that does not rely purely on normative constructs, and thus can provide a new way to observe violence in its empirical form. Discerning the type of violence primarily relied on the situational context of the case and/or the main trigger for the violent act. The situational context refers to the “big picture”, the situation in which the violent act occurred in (e.g., ‘bar violence’ refers to a party environment that includes a larger number of people in one public or semi-private place, with the majority of attendees being under the influence of alcohol, where an

---

13 See in more detail: www.balkan-criminology.eu/bhs-typology/
uplifting atmosphere is to be expected). The **trigger** aspect refers to the main reason the offence occurred and what the offender’s main motive for committing the act was (e.g., ‘thievery violence’ include different offences of violence that was primarily motivated by greed). Some violence types highly depend on the type of **victim-offender relationship** (*i.e.*, neighbours in ‘neighbourhood violence’ or the offender and the victim being the landlord and the tenant in ‘renting violence’). The main goal was, however, to discern violence types that contain enough phenomenological similarities, while preserving the diversity of each case group. The complete list of violence types, observed victim-offender relationships and offender’s motive can be seen in Fig.1 below.

Two of the detected violence types present broader categories than the rest, with the location of (attempted) homicide being the dominant relevant feature: ‘other private’ and ‘other public’ violence. Namely, all other 18 types of violence could also be categorised as either ‘other private’ or ‘other public’, if not for more specific information about the case (e.g., The victim and the offender started to fight in a restaurant because of a money debt. Without information about the motive behind the attack, this case would be classified as ‘other public’ for its location. Because of the information that the conflict broke out over a money debt, however, it falls under ‘enforcement violence’). The other 18 types do not rely on the mere location of the offence as much, but are rather specified by the combination of situational context, main trigger, offender’s motive and victim-offender relationship. Out of the 18 violence types, some are dominantly defined by the offender’s motive (e.g., ‘thievery violence’ or ‘enforcement violence’), some by a combination of the motive and victim-offender relationship (e.g., ‘inheritance violence’ and ‘renting violence’),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Motive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other private</td>
<td>Intimate partners</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other public</td>
<td>Child</td>
<td>Greed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Bar&quot;</td>
<td>Parent</td>
<td>Jealousy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thievery</td>
<td>Sibling</td>
<td>Revenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation</td>
<td>Relative</td>
<td>Hate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood</td>
<td>Neighbour</td>
<td>(Self)defence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work-related</td>
<td>Work-relationship</td>
<td>Vigilantism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infanticide</td>
<td>Friends/acquaintances</td>
<td>Lack of care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional</td>
<td>Strangers</td>
<td>On request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrimination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inheritance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hooliganism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood feuds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renting disputes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against police</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By police</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex-market</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug related</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional killings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. BHS violence types, victim-offender relationships and offender’s motive
some solely by the victim-offender relationship (e.g., ‘infanticide violence’) and others by the contextual background behind the offence (e.g., ‘discrimination violence’ and ‘separation violence’). Discerning the types of violence was not without difficulty. Although some like ‘infanticide violence’ were clear in every case due to them having only one criterion to fulfil (a mother attacking her newborn baby within one month of birth), others were occasionally categorised only after a long discussion between the researchers. The goal was, however, to create violence types that are objective and, more importantly, reliable. For that purpose, it was necessary to test the classification system.

4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND THE SYSTEM’S LIMITATIONS

One of the most important goals for the authors while creating this classification system was ensuring its reliability and consistency. The following paragraphs deal with steps taken in order to ensure these features, while transparently providing for the main advantages this system provides as well as its main limitations.

The reliability of the system was tested by engaging an external researcher. In order to achieve the highest level of possible objectivity, the chosen external researcher had a non-legal disciplinary background and no previous contact with the BHS. He was provided only with the short case descriptions and the BHS typology14. His task was to classify all the cases in one of the 20 violence types, as well as discern the victim-offender relationship and offender’s motive using the instructions provided in the typology. The highest discrepancy was found in discerning offender’s motive (19%) and type of violence (16%) while the discrepancy in victim-offender relationship (8.4%) was lower. These results are not unexpected when one takes into consideration the nature of each variable. While the relationship between the victim and the offender is mostly straightforward, a motive behind the offence and the type of violence the offence falls under is far more complex to determine. Nevertheless, because of the total match of 91.3% between all of the observed features, it is safe to conclude that the system does fulfil the condition of reliability.

When looking into the discrepancies in more detail, when it comes to the motive, it can be observed that differences were often a result of the external researcher’s tendency to declare the motive as ‘unclear’ rather than “picking the wrong one”. In other words, the external researcher would declare the motive as unclear whenever there was even a slight doubt which (dominant) motive might truly be behind the offence. This, leads to the question which method is more correct, especially considering the fact that the offender’s motive tempore criminis is (potentially) truly known only to the offender. Is this feature under the influence of the author’s criminological background that provides them with a higher sense of security when

discerning the motive, while someone with a different disciplinary background might be more hesitant, or is the discrepancy simply caused by the high complexity of the feature itself? The case is similar when it comes to the type of violence, where the external researcher had a higher tendency to declare an offence as either ‘other private’ or ‘other public’, rather than classifying it as one of the more specific types. A higher discrepancy within the offender’s motive was also found between discerning between ‘vigilantism’ and ‘revenge’, which could indicate the need to revise the criteria for these two motives in order to prevent potential confusion in the future, and ensure even higher reliability of the classification system. Lastly, the motive was deemed ‘unclear’ in two different scenarios; (i) if it was impossible to discern what the offender’s motive was, and (ii) if there were multiple motives with none of them appearing as the dominant one. Upon revision, it was concluded that in order to be able to tell whether the offender’s motive in each type of violence is truly too unclear or simply too complex, this variable should be split in two sub-categories for future analyses.

As for the overall prevalence of each motive in the BHS, the offender’s motive was deemed as ‘unclear’ in nearly half of the cases (47%), which provides further proof of how difficult the task is. When focusing solely on the clear motives, ‘revenge’ is the most commonly found one (27%). The question arises if this is due to revenge truly being the most common motive for (attempted) homicides, or the fact that its definition is broad so it can manifest in different types of cases (e.g., husband killing his wife because she cheated on him; the offender attacking the victim because he was late with his payment; the offender, being under the influence, “snapping” and killing the victim because he pushed him in the club) or if it is easiest to recognise. When it comes to the victim-offender relationships, the most prevalent of relationships by far is the “friends/acquaintances” category (37%), with this category alone pertaining to nearly the same number of cases as the broader category “domestic” victim-offender relationships (40%). Although this could be caused by there simply being more offences committed between friends and/or acquaintances, it is more likely due to two other reasons. Firstly, the “friends/acquaintances” category is somewhat broader than the other included in this system and therefore it is “easier to fall into”. Secondly, the short descriptions on which this system are based on were written before the researchers knew all the types of relationships that will be observed, so it is possible that some of these relationships are in fact other “non-domestic” relationships such as neighbours or colleagues, but the data provided in the short descriptions simply did not contain that information. A similar thing can be found in violence types, with the two broader categories ‘other private’ (37%) and ‘other public’ (26%) being the most dominant of the types. This is mostly caused by there simply not being enough information to safely categorise an offence into one of the more specific violence types. Other than that, ‘bar violence’ (8%), ‘thievery violence’ (7%) and ‘separation violence’ (7%) were the most commonly found one.15

---

15 For an in-depth analysis into the prevalence of all the violence types, as well as all the other observed features, see Getoš Kalac (2021).
This brings us to the main limitation of the introduced classification system: the source data being case file *descriptions*. Because there wasn’t a detailed instruction given to over 50 researchers across the countries involved in the BHS study on how exactly to fill in the open variable of the case description, the descriptions vary significantly depending on how detailed each researcher wanted to describe the case, and what information they deemed important to mention. While some descriptions had all the relevant and needed information to discern the type of violence as well as all the other features, other descriptions required the authors to “fill in the picture” by going through the database in order to understand what transpired. Because of this, the issue of missing data arose,\(^\text{16}\) and some of the features were harder to discern (*i.e.*, without a case description it was more or less impossible to discern the offender’s motive). However, only around 100 case files contained no description at all, and required all the information to be re-constructed from other variables in the database, while the vast majority of cases did include the necessary information. Nevertheless, in order to prevent the issue of missing data as much as possible, future research would benefit from obtaining the needed information directly from cases files, rather than from short descriptions. Other than this, there is yet more research needed in regards to solving the issue of multiple victims and/or offenders within each case. Because of the way the system is constructed, the issue arises when having to multiply some incident characteristics in order to capture all the needed data for each victim/offender within one offence.\(^\text{17}\) It would seem that it is impossible to accurately represent all of the available information inside one database, so it is advisable to decide beforehand what the main focus of one’s research is and to choose the main counting unit (case, offender or victim) accordingly, as done with the BHS (main counting unit: case).

The briefly presented genuine violence classification system provides a new way to categorise cases based on their violence type which is characterised by objective, reliable and clear features. A challenge remains as to how to create a system which can capture and rank analysed cases by their level of violence and/or homicidal-ity.\(^\text{18}\) This challenge seems to be rooted in the high subjectivity of determining what is “more violent”. Should the primary focus be on the number of wounds inflicted upon the victim, or the painfulness and suffering of the victim (which in itself depends on countless factors), or the disproportion between the offender’s and the victim’s strength, or the vulnerability of the victim (e.g. child, women, elderly person etc.), or the (un)justifiability the offence (*e.g.*, a father avenging his dead son opposed to a businessman killing his rival in order to gain money) etc.? Although the aim of the here presented classification system was not to determine which type or which

---

\(^{16}\) For a more detailed description of how this issue was dealt with, and how it affected the interpretation of certain results see: Getoš Kalac (2021).

\(^{17}\) An offence where one offender kills three victims would need three different entries into the database for each of the victims: their characteristics, possible different relationships each of them had with the offender, different motives the offender had for each victim and so on. In order to capture all of that, the data would show three different cases and artificially enlarge the number of cases.

\(^{18}\) Getoš Kalac (2021a:101-103).
act of violence is more violent than another, clearly this is the next big step violence research will need to take. In order to do so, a genuine violence classification is needed and the presented one will hopefully add to setting the stage for addressing the highly intriguing next big question of actually “measuring” violence and/or homicidality.

5. CONCLUSION

There is little doubt that criminology has so far done a rather poor job in conceptualising, defining and classifying violence in a manner that would fit the empirical imperative of criminology’s research instrumentarium. This shortcoming is mainly to be attributed to criminology’s close connection to criminal law and criminologists’ frequent disciplinary (and institutional) rooting in and around purely normative subjects. It is challenging to disregard decades of legal training and fundamental normative disciplinary paradigms, but in the current age of transdisciplinarity there seems little if any other sensible approach towards criminologically conceptualising, defining and classifying violence. In a first attempt to do so, we intentionally tried to disregard normative constructs and teleological concepts of capturing and measuring violence, by focusing on actual (attempted) homicide cases and their phenomenological realities. Although only a first attempt in creating a genuinely criminological and thus empirical violence classification system, the here presented first findings demonstrate the many benefits of such an approach, just as they highlight all the challenges and struggles it entails. Obviously, there are no two same cases of homicide, just as there are no exact two cases of any offence for that matter. However, the classification of a violent incident as a violence type of “bar violence” entails far more meaningful and knowledge producing information, than the mere normative classification of the same incident as an attempted aggravated murder for example. When looking at any country’s violent crime situation using available (official) violent crime statistics, there is little knowledge to be gained beyond incidence, prevalence and trends of homicides, which presents a highly complex mixture of phenomenologically (and most likely etiologically) extremely different acts of violence. Same goes for many other ‘normative’ categories of crime (e.g., property crime, sexual crime, economic crime etc.) which would greatly profit from an innovative and empirically base approach that aims at producing real insights that go beyond the superficial “counting” of criminal offences. In that sense criminologists as well as (criminal justice) practitioners, but also researchers and experts from numerous (and seemingly distant) disciplines are called upon to revisit and challenge our common understanding of (violent) crime as merely a criminal offence in order to provide new approaches and much more meaningful methodologies for its investigation.
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PRVI REZULTATI ISTRAŽIVANJA „BALKAN HOMICIDE
STUDY“: PREDSTAVLJANJE AUTENTIČNOG SUSTAVA
KLASIFIKACIJE NASILJA

Cilj rada bio je predstaviti novostvoreni autentični sustav klasifikacije nasilja. Sustav je kreiran korištenjem inovativnog empirijskog pristupa umjesto ustaljenog normativnog pristupa. Cilj je rada istražiti mogućnosti i prednosti konceptualizacije i razumijevanja nasilja izvan postojećih normativnih okvira uvjetovanih pravnom, odnosno apstraktnom logikom. Usmjerivši se isključivo na fizičko nasilje, sustav klasifikacije, predstavljen u ovom radu, napravljen je na osnovi analize izvornih podataka prikupljenih kroz Balkan Homicide Study (BHS). Kvalitativnom metodom analize kratkih opisa slučajeva obrađene su 2073 pravomoćne presude pokušaja i dovršenih ubojstava. Posljedično, autentični sustav klasifikacije nasilja sadrži 20 tipova nasilja određenih ponajviše širim kontekstom kaznenog djela te primarnim okidačem, uzimajući povremeno u obzir i lokaciju počinjenja, motiv počinilaca, te odnos između žrtve i počinilaca. Svrha predstavljenog sustava jest ponuditi inovativni pristup istraživanju nasilja koji se neće oslanjati isključivo na normativnu konceptualizaciju nasilja, već će ublažiti nedostatke aktualnih istraživanja prouzročeni opetovanim izmjenama zakona ili pak činjenicom da se zakonodavni okviri razlikuju od zemlje do zemlje. Na ovaj način, mogla bi se olakšati međunarodna kriminološka istraživanja nasilja u budućnosti. Termini i tipovi nasilja definirani su isključivo za potrebe BHS-a te ih ne treba koristiti kao opće aksiome primjenjive izvan okvira predmetnog istraživanja, bar ne bez daljnjeg testiranja i adaptacije klasifikacijskog sustava.

**Ključne riječi:** klasifikacija nasilja, tipologija nasilja, fenomenologija nasilja, Balkan Homicide Study